
For the capturing of sound and reproduction the latest version listed above is the best to date: or so I have found. It is extremely natural 
sounding, full, resonant but quite without distortions and the singers don't seem too close as they do in Columbia's Nile Scene. Mme 
Milanov's many beautiful soft high notes (which one was beginning to think no Aida attempted any more, despite Tebaldi's good 
contribution) are caught floating, so to speak. It is that- the sailing, seraphic high piano of the eponymous heroine, which next in order 
seems to me to commend the issue. If Callas was more ofan actress, she was much Jess steady as a singer; and both times the "Numi 
pieta del mio soffir" phrases are done by Milanov with more quality than Tebaldi. In the duet with Amonasro that crucial lament "O 
patria, patria quanto mi costi?" is exquisitely done and even though my impression was that this Aida was thinking more of her singing 
method than of her country, I do prefer that to Callas who, rapt in imaginative intensity in the significance of the words, allowed a 
zagging beat to invade the magic of the phrase. Also in the last duet Milanov really does seem like an angel as the tenor says she does. It 
is a joy to be able to report piano held, pearly notes joined by a perfectly sustained legato. 

Next on the list is the mezzo Barbieri , also in the Columbia set and obviously the best of current interpreters of the role . Honours are easy 
here, then . For sheer beefiness, staying power and a rich and menacing contrast to the womanly Aida she is about all you could possibly 
want (unless you demand subtlety in Amneris, I don't, B flats and stamina being more important and also irreplaceable-as anyone who 
has endured a ladylike or "artistic but old" Amneris will agree). The voice is more contralto-coloured than Stignani's and without 
denigrating that fine singer, I think we have now found a successor no less gorgeous. 

For Radames I have a weakness still for Columbia's Tucker, though he loses quality on lower notes . Del Monaco was fine in the fiery 
bits of the Nile scene on Decca, but downright appalling, in my opinion, in "Celeste Aida", which I wouldn't sit through again if I could 
hel p it. At least BjOrling never falls below a certain distinction of style, but I may as well say frankly (as a great admirer) that I was a 
little disappointed in him once or twice . His voice is in average shape, but not at its vital best (that silver trumpet we heard in his Manrico 
at Covent Garden in the \ 930's) . He needs a lot of effort to manage some of his high notes and though he warms up, getting better and 
better as the opera proceeds, he is not quite the ringing, passionate ultra-heroic Radames of one's dreams. All the same, for those who put 
phrasing first, he must be the most musicianly Rada mes since Martinelli, and if you think how rare it is, in the flesh at even the greatest 
opera houses of the world, to hear the part not absolutely murdered from end to end, you'll be very unlikely to complain except as a 
luxury about anything that Bj6rling does. It 's only for faint regrets about what he doesn't do (e .g. a perfectly poised, dreamy close to 
"Celeste Aida") that I raise any doubts at all. 

Warren, solid and sturdy baritone though he be, must I think yield to Gobbi (Columbia), whose whole conception of the part, if not better 
sung, qua vocalisation, was far more alive dramatically (compare the Act 2 "Anch'io pugnai" or the Act 2 duct at the words "Pensa chc 
un popolo ... ") . But he is better than Decca 's Protti. Christoff is of course an immensely dramatic Ramfis, but he should try to sing the 
part as Pinza used to-with an absolutely true line. A high priest who sings off key and blusters forfeits respect. 

The orchestral playing is of fine quality without, strings apart, astonishing us by its beauty; pure poetry is not coaxed out of the Egyptian 
night, nor is our hair set upright in the Act 3 ensemble. The chorus is satisfactory. Maestro Pertea is accommodating but less easy going 
than Erede, more flexible and less stately than Serafin, quick to take advantage of the thrilling chance, the slight crescendo or real 
slancio. But he is no Toscanini, no Beecham, nor- in the Guerra chorus, for instance- as exciting as Barbirolli. 

All in all, for modem recording, reproduction, solo contributions (with exceptions to prove the rule) and value, this is the best complete 
Aida to date. 

P.H.-W., The Gramophone, November 1956, excerpts -further notes can be found at our website 
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